We use tec.hniques based on F-diagrams to determine Hamilton cycles in some Boolean graphs.
A f-action x:(T,t) on a graph G is said to be free if both T andt are free. We denote the edge labels above as F-uoltages.Let f be a finite solvable group, i.e. i-has a cyclic tower of subgroups {e}:f-=f^-1c "' f z-f r=l-o:]-such that each f,,*r is normal in fk and the group Z(k):fu1 /-o*t is cyclic, for every keI^:{0, 1,... ,m-l}. We can generalize an F-diagram for any f-action r:f xG--+G on a graph G: Consider the induced Z(m-1)-(:i-,-r-) action r(m-l) of t on G. The corresponding quotient graph Glr(m-1) admits both the structure of an F-diagram G r - Gr(m-r) and an induced Z(m-2)-action r(m-2).A series of F-diagrams G -r, G -2 , . . ., G0 can be defined this way. f is obtainable by semidirect products from the cyclic subgroups )(nr-l), Z(m-2),...,t(0). We get a copy of )(k) in f and a Z(k)-action rr,:(T*,r1) on G as a restriction from z. We can take RG;; as a bipartite graph having vertex classes D; and D, formed by the n-tuples whose Hamming weights are i andj, respectively. Let r be a fixed positive integer with gcd(r, n):1. Certain actions on vector coordinates yield group actions r":(7", r") on RG; (s:0, 1,2,3) that we determine as follows:
(0) Let Ts be complementation, i.e. a Z 2-action determined by
(2) Let Ttbe rotation or shifting, i.e. a Z,-action given by Suppor. that A:0:aoat"'a,'t' We use the notation A:l:at" Qn-rao""' A:n-l:an-1eo..'an-2,so that a:(A:O A:l "' A:n-l)' We also use the notation A:(A:0) to show the particular selection of '4:0' A vertex of (R) 
